Dose anisotropy around an Au-198 seed source.
For interstitial implants with radioactive Au-198 seeds, the dosimetric calculations usually ignore the finite source size and employ a point source approximation, resulting in a computed isotropic dose distribution. However, the measured radiation fluence from Au-198 seeds is reported to be anisotropic, suggesting some amount of dose anisotropy in tissue. We have measured this dose anisotropy around Au-198 seeds (2.5 X 0.8 mm2) using Kodak X-OMAT XV-2 films placed in contact with individual seeds in a phantom. Autoradiographs obtained for various exposure times were digitized and studied with an image analysis computer network. The network's overall spatial resolution was about 0.01 cm. The optical isodensity contours around the seed were obtained. The useful range of optical density (OD) for the system was found to be 1 to 2 OD units. Within this range, the shape of an optical isodensity contour would be identical to an isodose contour. Proximal to the source, the contours were elliptical in shape, elongated along the seed axis. However, further away, the elongation was in the direction normal to the seed axis. This was in agreement with the reported data on the radiation fluence around Au-198 seeds. It was concluded that measurable dose anisotropy existed around Au-198 seeds. However, it was too small to be of any clinical significance.